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EARNINGS
Mexico Exports, LNG in Focus for Kinder 
Morgan in 2021

Kinder Morgan Inc. (KMI) continued to improve its balance 
sheet in the final three months of 2020, but the company is toeing 
the line when it comes to spending this year, focusing on projects 
supporting the rampant growth in exports.

Speaking during a conference call Wednesday, CEO Steven 
Kean said 2020 “has shown us how important it is to have our priori-
ties and principles straight.” Natural gas, KMI’s core business, saw 
lower transportation volumes because of lower commodity prices and 
Covid-19. However, the midstreamer brought online the long-awaited, 
and often contentious, Permian Highway Pipeline, only three months 
later than its original target.

With an eye on growing exports to Mexico and in the form of 
liquefied natural gas (LNG), the midstream giant expects to spend less 
than half of what it spent in 2020 on expansions and joint ventures 
this year, only $800 million, after setting a budget of $1.72 billion 
last year. The company reduced spending by $680 million amid the 
pandemic and the oil price downturn.
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U.S./Mexico NatGas Market Snapshot
• Futures rebounded on increases in expected heating 

demand
• LNG export volumes recovered after declines the 

prior week
• Cash prices climbed amid a fresh round of winter 

storms 
 
Read more on pg. 7

All prices are in $U.S./MMBtu. Data are excerpted directly from NGI's Daily Gas Price Index except 
for the (1) South Texas Avg, which is a simple average of NGPL S. Tx, Tennessee S. Tx, and TETCO 
S. Tx. For more information on how we calculate our next-day and next-month price indexes, please 
refer to our Price Index Methodology, which is located here. 

NOTE: NGI's Mexico Gas Price Index plans to calculate our own Mexico spot prices in the same 
manner as we do for locations in the United States & Canada as soon as possible. For more 
information, or if you wish to participate in NGI's Mexico natural gas price survey, please contact 
Dexter Steis at +1-703-318-8848, or e-mail us at prices@naturalgasintel.com.

IPGN prices are published by CRE. Companies represents the number of marketers who submitted 
trade data to CRE. Vol is total reported commercialized volumes converted to MMcf/d. Deals 
represents the net number of transactions CRE used to calculate the IPGN (gross transactions 
reported lessatypical deals CRE excluded from the data). For more information, and access to raw 
aggregatedata behind these figures, including exchange rate information, please visit the CRE 
website, which you can access here.

MEXICO IPGN PRICES
(MXN/GJ & US/MMBtu)

See page 2 for a complete listing of 
NGI’s Mexico Natural Gas Prices

...cont' pg. 8

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/permian-highway-pipeline-commences-full-commercial-in-service-to-gulf-coast/
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/ext/resources/Daily-GPI/NGIMethodology.pdf
https://datos.gob.mx/busca/dataset/indice-de-referencia-nacional-de-precios-de-gas-natural-al-mayoreo
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1) Transport rates for U.S. interstates, SISTRANGAS, and other Mexico pipelines taken from electronic bulletin boards (EBBs). However, Texas intrastate pipelines do not have EBBs, so our transportation costs 
for these are an estimates. For more information on which charges we include in these fees, please see the below note.

2) Calculated Monterrey price would be the same as Los Ramones, and calculated El Encino would be the same as Torreon, if we had used the SISTRANGAS tariff, since SISTRANGAS is a zone based system.

3) U.S. gas is not likely to be delivered to Cactus or Salina Cruz, but these represent a theoretical delivered price in Zonas Sur and Istmo.

The current assessments are estimated US-to-
Mexico natural gas cost plus transport prices;  
please refer to the Mexico Gas Price Index 
Methodology for pipeline-specific costs and for  
any additional information.  

Moving forward, NGI believes the best price 
transparency are price indexes based on actual 
transactions, and is asking all buyers and sellers 
of natural gas in Mexico to support this effort by 
providing those transactions to NGI on a confidential 
basis. NGI was at the forefront of this market price 
deregulation in the United States in the 1980s and 
has the experience to help the Mexico market do the 
same in 2019 and beyond. For more information, 
please contact Dexter Steis or Pat Rau at +1 (703) 
318-8848 or prices@naturalgasintel.com. 

Want NGI's Mexico Natural Gas Price Index in a 
spreadsheet? Download a sample in Excel- 
friendly format.

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/ext/resources/Mexico-GPI/MGPI-Price-Methodology.pdf
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/ext/resources/Mexico-GPI/MGPI-Price-Methodology.pdf
mailto:prices%40naturalgasintel.com?subject=
 https://www.naturalgasintel.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Sample-Mexico-Price-Datafeed.xlsx
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Next week’s EIA report, reflecting the current week’s balances, 
“looks to be starting on the right foot, with the highest residential/
commercial numbers observed so far this winter,” according to TPH.

The EBW analysts noted already dwindling supplies in the South 
Central region, in particular. The year/year storage comparison “has 
tightened every week since Thanksgiving to flip to a 17 Bcf deficit” 
with the most recent EIA report. The latest withdrawal of 31 Bcf 
from South Central salt storage was the largest since March 2019, 
the firm noted.

Since the storage week ending Nov. 28, the South Central 
region has averaged 3.5 Bcf/d tighter year/year. “While recent cold 
weather in the South Central helped to accelerate drawdowns, local 
fundamentals have tightened considerably with higher LNG exports, 
a weakened local supply picture, and modest gains in pipeline exports 
to Mexico,” EBW noted.

Cash Climbs
Spot gas prices cruised higher across the Lower 48 as colder 

conditions swept across the West and Midwest, bringing lows near 
zero on Monday in northern markets such as Minneapolis. Forecasts 
showed the cold wave moving east as the week progresses.

NatGasWeather called it “a messy” pattern this week “as numer-
ous weather systems track across the country with rain and snow…
As this system finally tracks through the East mid-week, colder air 
over the Midwest will spread south and eastward with lows of 0s to 
30s for stronger national demand.”

MARKET STORY 
Colder Weather, Strength in Cash Prices 
Fuel Surge in February Natural Gas Futures 

After a bruising run a week earlier, natural gas futures rebounded 
Monday on substantial increases in expected heating demand over the 
weekend and a fresh bout of winter weather settling in across parts 
of the Midwest on Monday.

The February Nymex gas futures contract jumped 15.6 cents 
day/day and settled at $2.602. The prompt month had dropped 10% 
over the prior week. March rose 14.2 cents to $2.598 on Monday, 
also recovering from a slump a week earlier.

Of last week’s activity, analysts at The Schork Report said, “the 
fact traders are unwilling to pay a premium to own gas for the final 
two delivery months of winter is as fundamentally bearish as it gets,” 
given that gas demand is typically the strongest in winter.

Observers said hints of a cold finish to winter, however, were 
enough for futures to reverse course on Monday. “The supply/demand 
balance remains tight for when weather cooperates,” NatGastWeather 
said.

NGI’s Spot Gas National Avg. advanced 9.0 cents to $2.730.
After a week of warming shifts in weather forecasts, model 

changes over the weekend turned back colder for the final week of 
January and into early next month, lifting expectations for a run of 
stronger heating demand.

Bespoke Weather Services estimated an additional 15-20 gas-
weighted degree days over the next couple weeks. “Some of these 
colder changes were for this week, not just far out in the more un-
reliable extended forecast,” the firm said. But the change marked “a 
decent step away from the big warmth we saw” in outlooks last week.

Given a “reasonably supportive” supply/demand balance, 
“we could see further upside as we head into February expiration 
Wednesday, keeping in mind that we have rallied into the expiration 
of the last two contracts.”

U.S. liquefied natural gas (LNG) export volumes also recov-
ered Monday, climbing to around 11 Bcf after dipping down near 
the 9 Bcf level late last week. Challenges created by several days 
of heavy fog near Cheniere’s Sabine Pass LNG facility temporarily 
minimized activity.

EBW Analytics Group said the combination of colder weather 
with LNG strength could result in robust storage withdrawals in the 
coming weeks, supporting futures.

“At least for now, the downside risk appears significantly lower 
and the odds for colder mid-February weather are increasing,” EBW 
analysts said. “With the storage surplus continuing to decline, gas 
prices could strengthen.”

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) last Friday 
reported a withdrawal of 187 Bcf for the week ended Jan. 15, the 
steepest pull of the season.

Analysts at Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co. (TPH) said “power 
generation demand continues to be a bright spot as soft seasonal gas 
pricing and a recent drop in wind generation contributed to record 
seasonal power burn for the report week.”

Analysts generally expect a smaller decline with this week’s 
EIA report – mild weather permeated much of the country in the 
covered week – but cooler conditions could result in large declines 
with storage reports after that.

...cont' pg. 8

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data/data_products/daily?region_id=california&location_id=USAVG
http://naturalgasintel.com/lnginsight
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Note: Prices in this table represent our estimate of the daily base firm VPM price for each region, 
based on the published VPM formula, and using Daily GPI indexes as the price reference. For more 
information, or if you wish to participate in NGI's Mexico natural gas price survey, please contact 
Dexter Steis at +1-703-318-8848, or e-mail us at prices@naturalgasintel.com.

...cont' pg. 9

[Is it important for your business to know what is happening 
in the North American natural gas market? NGI’s All News Access 
will make your job much easier – find our more here.]

The expansion of the Kinder Morgan Louisiana Pipeline, which 
began construction in 4Q2020, is expected to be a focus for the year. 
The Acadiana expansion project would provide 945,000 Dth/d of 
natural gas capacity to serve the sixth LNG production unit at Che-
niere Energy Inc.’s Sabine Pass LNG terminal. The pipeline could 
be in service as soon as early 2022.

In December, the company placed into service portions 
of Natural Gas Pipeline of America’s (NGPL) Gulf Coast 
Southbound project ahead of schedule. The entire project 
is expected to be placed into service by the end of March, 
increasing southbound capacity by around 300,000 Dth/d to 
serve Cheniere’s Corpus Christi Liquefaction export facility 
in South Texas.

Lower Gas Volumes
Although financial contributions from all of the business seg-

ments were down compared with 4Q2019, KMI President Kim Dang 

. . . from EARNINGS - LNG in Focus for Kinder Morgan in 2021, pg. 1

Several hubs in the Midwest posted solid gains Monday, 
with Chicago Citygate up 10.5 cents day/day to average $2.485 
and Lebanon ahead 11.0 cents to $2.450.

In the Midcontinent, OGT gained 22.0 cents to $2.505. Prices 
were also strong as far south as Texas, where El Paso Permian gained 
16.5 cents to $2.500.

Wood Mackenzie analyst Joe Bernardi noted that even Southern 
California is expecting a cold snap this week.

Meteorologists “are forecasting significantly colder-than-normal 
temperatures for the Golden State, with the coldest weather coming 
Tuesday and warming slightly from there,” Bernardi said. “Southern 
California is expected to be especially cold relative to its norms this 
week,” with lows in the 40s.

On Monday in California, prices at SoCal Citygate jumped 
45.0 cents to $3.875, while SoCal Border Avg. gained 19.0 cents to 
$2.925. n

said lower interest expenses and lower sustaining capital expenditures 
(capex) year/year cushioned the blow.

Natural gas transport volumes were down 2% year/year, or 
600,000 Dth/d, with large volume declines on pipeline systems out 
of the Rockies because of lower production. El Paso Natural Gas 
(EPNG) throughput also declined because of increases in transporta-
tion alternatives for Permian Basin production, namely PHP. The 2.1 
Bcf/d system entered full commercial operations this month.

Tom Martin, president of the Natural Gas Pipelines Group, 
also attributed the lower EPNG volumes to weaker demand in 
California. The executive said much of the lower demand was 
seasonal and assuming demand returns in 2021, “we think that 
likely recovers a bit.”

Martin added, “I think how we serve California is changing.” 
With the growth in renewable energy, some long-term volumes may 
not be as strong, especially to Northern California, he said. However, 
the amount of capacity needed into the market “probably grows over 
time as more renewable penetration increases in that area.”

Meanwhile, increased LNG exports and stronger industrial 
demand helped to offset the lower transport volumes across the 
pipeline systems. Dang said physical deliveries to LNG facilities off 
of the company’s pipes averaged almost 5 million Dth/d in the final 
three months of the year. “That’s a 50% increase versus the fourth 
quarter of 2019.” For 2020, the pipelines moved more than 40% of 
the volumes moving to U.S. LNG terminals.

Mexico deliveries, meanwhile, ran at more than 55% for the 
year, while deliveries to power plants were down 2%. Natural gas 
gathering volumes were off about 20% in the quarter compared to 
4Q2019.

Lower volumes were seen in the Haynesville Shale during the 
quarter because of a lack of drilling and declines in existing well 
production, according to Dang. However, “we’re still expecting, 
based on our conversations with producers, to see new drilling in 
that basin this year.”

Eagle Ford Shale volumes also were lower, but the Bakken 
Shale emerged as a “bright spot.” The Hiland crude oil and natural gas 
system in North Dakota and Montana saw volumes grow “well over 
20%” versus 3Q2020. Kean said the lion’s share of the increase was 
attributed to one of the company’s large producer customers returning 
production following “significant” shut-ins in 2Q2020.

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
mailto:prices%40naturalgasintel.com?subject=
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/product/all-news-access/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/product/all-news-access/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/product/all-news-access/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/ferc-issues-ea-for-acadiana-and-louisiana-xpress-projects/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/ngpl-cleared-to-start-work-on-next-phase-of-lng-focused-gulf-coast-southbound/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/ngpl-cleared-to-start-work-on-next-phase-of-lng-focused-gulf-coast-southbound/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/MCWCCITY
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/MCWCCITY
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/NEALEB
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/NEALEB
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=1tZnr2Ue-tWdALiaSegr_MYkBFFD7JSVt6dU8LJNvImXDxuHi-qCns_cj6drMurW8FAaXCpMDVZLroBTSlSZ0g~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=1tZnr2Ue-tWdALiaSegr_MYkBFFD7JSVt6dU8LJNvImXDxuHi-qCns_cj6drMurW8FAaXCpMDVZLroBTSlSZ0g~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/WTXEPP
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/WTXEPP
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/CALSCG
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/CALSCG
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/CALSAVG
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data-snapshot/daily-gpi/CALSAVG
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“When they came back, they came back nicely,” the CEO said. 
“Those volumes have continued to be strong.”

Management also struck an upbeat tone for the Permian. “If 
you look at the Permian, the rig count there, that’s where most of 
the rigs have been added,” Dang said. Producers are getting close to 
a rig level in the Permian that can see production flat to where the 
market was “pre-pandemic. That won’t happen immediately. That 
will take time to get there.”

With respect to plans by exploration and production (E&P) cus-
tomers and their spending guidance for 2021, Dang said the outlook 
for oil prices pointed to potential growth. She thinks E&Ps need to 
feel “that these prices, especially on the crude side, are going to stay 
strong for a long period of time.” The executive noted that the reduc-
tions in oil production by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries and its allies, led by Saudi Arabia, “are holding a lot of 
barrels of the market, and so know that creates price uncertainty.”

E&Ps also are focused on free cash flow, Dang said. “It’s not 
clear how much they would ramp up capex in response to increasing 
prices.”

‘A Lot More’ to Natural Gas Story
When asked about how raters and investors of environmental, 

social and governance risk view the role of natural gas in the energy 
transition, Kean said there is “a lot of diversity” in how people are 
evaluating the energy transition. A lot of people “recognize the need 
for natural gas” and the value natural gas has brought to the environ-
ment over the years.

Kean said annual carbon dioxide equivalent emissions have 
decreased significantly in the past few years even as the U.S. economy 
has grown. He touted the role natural gas has played in power genera-
tion during that time.

The CEO said one of the “extremely stubborn” advantages of 
hydrocarbons is that it’s a dense form of energy. With a “relatively 
small footprint and relatively small amount of capital, you can get an 
awful lot of energy” for a power plant. “It takes acres and acres and 
acres of solar panels and windmills to make that up.”

Because of the lack of energy density, Kean said “an awful 
lot” of manufacturing, mining and disposal costs are associated with 
building” out renewables infrastructure. Once the public discourse 
around ESG expands to include those measurements on renewables, 
“it brings natural gas much closer in terms of environmental impact.”

KMI works with renewable companies and utilities that are in-
creasing their renewable portfolios, and its business “plays an important 
enabling role there,” according to the CEO. “But there is a lot more to, I 
would say the natural gas story, once you take everything into account.”

Healthy Balance Sheet
Net income in 4Q2020 was $607 million (27 cents/share), com-

pared with $610 million (27 cents) in 4Q2019. Full year 2020 net 
income was $119 million (5 cents/share), down from $2.190 billion 
(96 cents) in 2019.

Distributable cash flow (DCF) was $1.25 billion (55 cents/share) 
in the quarter, off 8% from the $1.35 billion (59 cents) achieved in 
4Q2019. Full year DCF was nearly $4.60 billion ($2.02/share), down 
from $4.99 billion ($2.19) in 2019.

The 2021 budget contemplates $2.1 billion (92 cents/share) in 
net income for 2021 and distributable cash flow (DCF) of around 
$4.4 billion ($1.95/share). KMI expects to generate $1.2 billion of 
DCF in excess of discretionary expenditures and dividend payments.

The board expects to increase the dividend by 3% for 2021 to 
$1.08/share annualized and has set aside $450 million for “opportu-
nistic” share repurchases. n
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